Water For Life
(Peter Webb)

Peter Webb’s Water For Life
Technologies has evolved as a result
of his 25 years of experience working
with his frequency products and
other such devices that create
healthier environments within homes and farms for the inhabitants, animals, plants and yes, even
creating healthier lakes.
Water is a living entity with very unique energy and capabilities and is the basis of all life. Pure and natural
water is essential for the health of all humans, animals, plants and thus our planet. The human body is
comprised of over 70% water and the human brain alone is comprised of over 90% water. Water is not
just a simple combination of hydrogen and oxygen but is a constantly changing structure, perpetually in
motion with distinct isotopes.
Water carries, accumulates and stores information; it is a conductor of vibrational frequencies, and a
universal solvent. Unfortunately much of our water in many lakes, streams and rivers is contaminated
with chemicals, biological waste and pathogens that destroy its vitality resulting in poor health of humans,
often resulting in disease, even in animals and plant life.
Present methods of water treatment such as filtration and chemical additions damages the many
beneficial aspects of water. Even with sophisticated treatment such as reverse osmosis and membrane
filtration water will still carry the energies and frequencies of the procedures meant to make it palatable
and safe.
Surveys show that 85% of North Americans are chronically dehydrated. This situation is reaching epidemic
proportions mainly due to the fact that so many people substitute other commercial and fashionable
drinks that just increase the body’s need for just good clean and simple water.
Water enhancement systems provided by Water For Life Technologies are per-programmed energy
spheres that are able to restore and transform water to resemble that of water from a pure mountain
spring, with increased vitality, (energy) improved hydration and increased oxygen content. No chemicals
are used. There are no moving parts and no power requirements for these systems. Clear, clean water is
the result for all your needs, from showering, drinking and watering your plants.
There is a difference with this system. It can be installed in your home, at source, with a small filter at the
output end of the unit.
Special price of $2,500 plus installation for the first 50 units purchased
Check out the website www.waterforlifetechnologies.ca. Change Your Water, Change Your Life.
We also have EMF Balancer's for homes, schools, work places and cars, cell phones and laptops.
*Please remember the Energy Exchange Meeting the first Friday of every month at the Ottawa Citizen
Bldg behind IKEA (attendance by donation). Meet some fascinating people who think outside the box.
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